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Abstract
In Corpus Linguistics, numerous statistical measures have been adopted to analyze large
amounts of textual data in a contrastive perspective, in order to extract characteristic or
“distinctive” features. While the most widely-used keyness measures are based on word fre-
quency, an increasing number of research papers recently suggested dispersion-based measures
as a better solution. These, however, are not new to Computational Literary Studies (CLS).
In 2007, John Burrows introduced Zeta, a statistical measure that is mainly based on the
degree of dispersion of a feature in a text corpus. In this paper, we also introduce Eta, a new
measure of distinctiveness that is based on deviation of proportions suggested by Stefan Gries.
By comparing Eta with Zeta, we demonstrate that both measures are able to identify rele-
vant, interpretable distinctive words in a target corpus. Additionally, we make a first attempt
to detect the key differences between these two measures by interpreting the top distinctive
words.
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1. Introduction

In Linguistics and Literary Studies, comparing groups of texts – e.g. belonging to
different literary genres or written for different audiences – is a fundamental procedure
(see e.g. [1]). In Corpus Linguistics, numerous statistical measures and instruments
have been introduced and adopted for investigating and analyzing large amounts of
textual data in a contrastive perspective (e.g. [2], [3], [4]). They are usually referred
to as ’keyness measures’, as they operate on a lexical level and are used for extracting
“key” terms or phrases. We prefer the term ’measures of distinctiveness’, as it better
emphasizes that this kind of analysis is about the extraction of characteristic words on
the basis of a comparison (see [5]).
The most widespread keyness measures used in Corpus Linguistics are frequency-based

– for example, the chi-squared test or the log-likelihood-ratio test [6], implemented e.g.
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in AntConc [7]. Recently, several research papers suggested dispersion-based measures as
a better solution for contrastive corpus analysis (e.g. [8], [9], [10]). Apart from that, the
use of dispersion in the search for important text features is not new to Computational
Literary Studies (CLS). In 2007, John Burrows introduced Zeta, a keyness measure that
is mainly based on the degree of dispersion of a feature in a text corpus [11]. Originally,
it was used in the context of authorship attribution, but it later came to be used also to
solve other issues in CLS, including corpus comparison (e.g. [12], [13], [14]).
There are several important studies that explore and evaluate frequency-based mea-

sures (e.g. [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]), and some studies that compare dispersion based
measures to frequency based measures (e.g. [8], [9], [17]). However, as far as we know, no
attempt has been made to compare the dispersion-based measures to each other. In our
project “Zeta and company”1 we aim to enhance the understanding of both frequency-
and dispersion-based measures by implementing them in a Python framework. Based
on tests with literary texts we evaluate which measures perform best for different tasks
and kinds of textual data. This article presents a pilot study in our project and it aims
to perform a statistical analysis and a qualitative evaluation of two dispersion-based
distinctiveness measures: (1) Eta, which is based on deviation of proportions (DP),
developed by Stefan Gries; (2) Zeta, which was proposed by John Burrows.2

Firstly, we will explain how Eta and Zeta are calculated. After that, using a collection
of 160 novels of four different subgenres published in France in the 1980s, we will examine
how Eta behaves in contrast to Zeta and how their relationship changes when the segment
length varies. The following questions will be addressed: How useful is Eta as a basis for
identifying distinctive words in one text group compared to another text group? What
are the differences between Eta and Zeta and what results do they display?

2. Keyness analysis: from frequency to dispersion

Despite the dominance of frequency-based keyness measures (e.g. chi-squared test, log-
likelihood ratio test), there are several alternative measures which consider other types
of information like the distribution of words (e.g. t-Test, Mann-Whitney-U-test) and
their dispersion (e.g. Zeta). A helpful overview of the frequency- and distribution-based
measures can be found in [17]. In addition, Machine Learning-approaches (e.g. weights
of a linear SVM) or entropy-related approaches (e.g. Kullback-Leibler divergence, see
[20]) can be used to identify distinctive words in a target corpus.
As already mentioned, the most widely used keyness measures in Corpus Linguistics

are frequency-based and they do not consider how the particular words are distributed
within a corpus. This means that a word can be marked as distinctive for the entire
target corpus, even if it just appears very frequently in a small number of texts. For
illustration, Figure 1 presents the result of an analysis carried out using AntConc’s log-
likelihood ratio test on our working corpus (described below): keywords where extracted

1See: https://zeta-project.eu/en/.
2We have implemented both measures in our Python framework. See: https://github.com/

Zeta-and-Company/pydistinto.

https://zeta-project.eu/en/
https://github.com/Zeta-and-Company/pydistinto
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Figure 1: Log-likelihood ratio test with AntConc.

from a comparison of 40 French science fiction novels (as the target corpus) with 120
French novels of other subgenres (as the comparison corpus).3 It turns out that the

3AntConc 3.5.9 (see [7]) was used with the following keyness parameters: Log-Likelihood (4-way)
and a p-value cut-off of 0.001. The measure of effect size shown is DIFF.



top-ranked words are almost entirely proper names. Each of them appears only in one
novel of the target corpus, albeit very frequently, and likely not at all in the comparison
corpus and therefore cannot truly represent the entire target corpus. In order to obtain
more meaningful results, proper names should be pruned from the list.
To deal with this challenge, the dispersion of a feature, which is the degree of an

even distribution of a feature, should be considered as well (on dispersion, see [21]; for
the use of dispersion for keyness analysis, see [8]). Gries ([9]) gives a detailed overview
of dispersion measures and proposes his own measure, called deviation of proportions
(DP).
DP compares the difference between observed and expected relative frequency of a

word in every single document of the corpus in order to quantify the dispersion of the
word:

DP is calculated as follows: for each corpus part (e.g., a file), compute s,
which represents how much of the corpus it constitutes (as a fraction of the
whole corpus) and v , which represents how much of the word in question it
contains (as a fraction of the word’s frequency). Then subtract all s-values
from all v -values, take the absolute values of those differences, sum them up,
and divide by two.[10]

DP =

∑︁n
i=1 |si − vi|

2

The theoretical range of DP values is between 0 and 1. A value of 0 reflects a perfectly
even dispersion, while a value of 1 represents a maximally uneven dispersion. This
measure seems to have several advantages compared to other dispersion measures. For
example, it can handle corpus parts of different lengths and it can distinguish between
slight variations in distribution without being overly sensitive. However, there is still a
lack of empirical evidence supporting the use of DP.
As mentioned before, Burrows’ Zeta also considers dispersion and it is calculated by

comparing the document proportion (docP) of each feature in the target and in the
comparison corpus. At first, each text in each group is divided into segments of a
certain length (segment length is a key parameter of the measure). For each word w in
the vocabulary, docP is calculated by establishing the proportion of segments in which
the word occurs at least once, so docP ranges between 0 and 1.
In order to find out whether a word is distinctive for the target coups, the docP or

devP4 values of the word in the target and the comparison corpus must be compared,
respectively. Based on docP and devP, two measures of distinctiveness can be defined.
The Zeta score of (w) is the subtraction of docP in the comparison corpus from that in
the target corpus (see [22]). Therefore, the theoretical range of the Zeta score is between
-1 and 1. The words with the highest Zeta scores are the most distinctive words of the
target corpus. By analogy, and using devP instead of docP as the measure of dispersion,
a new measure of distinctiveness can be defined, which we call Eta. It is obtained by

4We use devP instead of DP to better distinguish between the two terms.



subtracting the devP of a word (w) in the comparison corpus from the devP of the same
word in the target corpus. Contrary to docP, a small devP of a word reflects a more even
distribution of a feature in a corpus. It is therefore expected that the devP of distinctive
words in the target corpus is smaller than the devP of these words in the comparison
corpus. So the words with the lowest Eta scores are the most distinctive words of the
target corpus.5 As we can see here, although Zeta and Eta are both dispersion-based
measures, they have a different mathematical definition of dispersion. As Eta takes into
account the ratio of document size and corpus size, which Zeta doesn’t, we intend to
test whether or not Eta performs better in detecting distinctive words than Zeta.

3. Tests and results

3.1. Corpus

The corpus used in this study is a collection of 160 novels published in France between
1980 and 1989. 120 of them are lowbrow novels of three subgenres (40 novels for each
subgenre): sentimental novels, crime fiction and science fiction. The remaining 40 are
highbrow novels. The corpus size is approximately nine million words. All texts have
been lemmatized using Treetagger and the units of calculation are lemmas. As our goal
was to extract distinctive lemmas for each subgenre, we used a one-vs-rest strategy: the
target corpus contains 40 novels of one subgenre and the comparison corpus contains 120
novels of the other three subgenres. This allowed us to focus on extracting distinctive
features that are strongly related to the unique characteristics of the target corpus.6

3.2. Statistical observations

The results of our comparative analysis are two lists of words which are ranked by their
Zeta or Eta scores, respectively. To compare the differences of Zeta and Eta, we measure
the ranking correlation between the two word lists using Spearman’s rank correlation.
The stronger the correlation, the less different these two word lists are. We performed
tests on four comparison groups: sci-fi vs. non-sci-fi, etc. for each genre. The results of
these four tests were almost the same. For illustration, the results presented below are
based on the comparison of sci-fi vs. non-sci-fi.
As it is common to split novels into segments when applying Zeta, we also wanted to

examine the impact of the segment size on the results. So we did our tests using three
segmentation strategies: split all novels into (1) 5000-word segments, (2) 10000-word
segments and (3) take each novel as a segment without chunking. (The median length of
the novels is about 46800 words.) For (1) and (2), segments shorter than 5000 or 10000
were removed from the corpus.

5Only words which appear at least once in both corpora will be considered here and in the following,
because devP does not yield meaningful results otherwise.

6The texts contained in the corpus are in-copyright texts that we are using in the framework of the
“Text and Data Mining Exception” defined in German copyright law (§60d Urhg), following the EU
“Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market”. While the corpus cannot be shared as it is, we
plan to publish derived features (see [23]) that allow others to repeat our calculations.



Figure 2: Scatter plot of docP and devP of words in the target corpus.

Before comparing Zeta and Eta, we first compared the underlying values: the docP
and the devP. Again, Spearman’s correlation between the word rankings based on these
two dispersion measures was analyzed. In both corpora, the ranking correlations of the
three tests with different segment length are -1, -1, and -0.98, respectively. Figure 2
illustrates the relation between docP and devP for all words in the target corpus.7 Each
blue point represents a word and the three graphs from left to right show the results
of the tests on 5000-word segments, 10000-word segments and novel segments without
chunking, respectively. Clearly, devP and docP have a strong negative correlation, but
the distribution of points in the three graphs from left to right becomes increasingly
dispersed. This means that the longer the novel segments are, the less similar the word
list rankings between devP and docP are.
The comparison of Zeta and Eta leads to identical results. The strong negative correla-

tions between the word rankings in the three tests are -0.99, -0.99, and -0.85, respectively.
Each blue point in Figure 3 represents a word and the x and y axes are the Zeta and
Eta scores for each word. The three graphs from left to right show the results of tests
on 5000-word segments, 10000-word segments and entire novels, respectively. We can
observe that the distribution of points gradually becomes more dispersed. This means
that the longer the novel segments are, the less similar the Zeta and Eta scores are.
Comparing the top distinctive words found by Zeta and Eta for each subgenre, we can

often observe the same words, but in a different order. To quantify these differences, we
calculated the token based Jaccard similarity and NLTK’s edit distance between the top
ten to 500 Zeta and Eta words for different segment lengths.8 In Figure 4, the first and

7The scatter plot of docP and devP of words in the comparison corpus is almost the same as that in
the target corpus, so it will not be displayed again.

8The Jaccard similarity (see [24]) calculates the size of the intersection divided by the size of the
union of two word lists without considering the ranking of words. Larger values indicate a greater overlap
between the top Zeta and Eta words. In contrast to the Jaccard similarity, the NLTK’s edit distance
(https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.metrics.html#nltk.metrics.distance.edit distance, see Levenshtein edit-
distance, [25]) takes the ranking of words into consideration and counts the number of words that need to
be substituted, inserted, or deleted, to transform one list into another. Larger values indicate a greater

https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.metrics.html##nltk.metrics.distance.edit_distance


Figure 3: Scatter plot of Zeta and Eta.

Figure 4: Jaccard similarity (top row) and NLTK’s edit distance (bottom row) between the top 10
to 500 Zeta- and Eta-words, for three segment lengths.

the second row are the Jaccard similarity results and the NLTK’s edit distance results,
respectively. The four columns are the results of each of the four subgenres (from left
to right: highbrow, crime, sci-fi and sentimental) taken as a target corpus. The results
of both Jaccard similarity and NLTK’s edit distance show an increasing trend. The
increase of the Jaccard similarity indicates that, as the number of top words increases,
the overlap of the Zeta and Eta word lists increases gradually. Splitting novels into
shorter segments leads to a greater overlap. In contrast to this result, the increase of the
NLTK’s edit distance shows that the words are ranked more differently with the increase
of the number of top words. These observations also prove our earlier point: the shorter
the segments, the more words have the same or similar rank in both lists.

difference between the Zeta and Eta word lists.



Figure 5: Top ten Zeta (left) and Eta (right) words of a 5000-word segment analysis.

Figure 6: A heuristic categorization of the top ten words of the 5000-word segments analysis.

3.3. Interpretation of the word lists

Figure 5 shows the top ten distinctive Zeta and Eta words of the science fiction corpus
split into 5000-word segments. Both word lists contain the same genre-specific words
with a slightly different ranking.

To better illustrate the results of the different tests, we assigned the words to semantic
categories. Figure 6 shows the (heuristic) categorization of the words of the first test.
Figure 7 shows the results of the analysis with 10000-word segments: there are only



Figure 7: Top Ten Zeta and Eta words of a 10000-words segment analysis.

Figure 8: A heuristic categorization of the top ten words of the 10000-word segments analysis (the
words in yellow are new compared to the 5000-word segment analysis).

five overlapping words in the top 10 words. The top 30 Zeta words, however, contain
more of the highly ranked Eta words than vice versa.
If we compare the two Zeta word lists in Figures 5 and 7, we notice that the Zeta

words do not change much with the increased segment length: There are three new
words in the top ten list, “level”, “base” and “hundred”, whereas the words “human”,
“brain”, “planet”, “universe”, “number”, “system” and “emit” can already be found
in the first Zeta word list, which indicates a certain consistency. The Eta word list in
turn displays more new distinctive words (“civilisation”, “level”, “complex”, “hundred”,
“computer”, “function”, “electronic”). However, the words of both lists can be assigned
to the previously defined semantic categories (Figure 8).
Figure 9 shows the word lists of our third analysis, where a whole novel represents a



Figure 9: Top ten Zeta and Eta words of the novel as a segment analysis.

segment. It is noticeable that there is no intersection between the words of both lists;
only two of the top ten words of each list can be found in the other, namely under the
top 25 (Eta rank 14: “concept”; Eta rank 23: “nuclear” / Zeta rank 19: “chemical”;
Zeta rank 14: “functioning”).

While the Zeta list contains words like “humanity”, “civilization”, “space”, “orbit”,
“earthly”, “computer”, “electronic” and “robot”, which seem to fit into the previously
established semantic categories and represent more general terms from everyday lan-
guage, the Eta words like “diameter” or “vertebral” are more specific and sophisticated
and open up further semantic categories from the fields of science (Figure 10). This
tendency of extracting more new specific words by Eta becomes even stronger when the
segment length increases up to novel length, while the Zeta words stay more general. As
Eta words seem more specific, our assumption is that they should be less frequent than
the Zeta words in a much larger corpus. To verify this, we checked the frequency of the
top Zeta and Eta words in the French Wikipedia.9 Figure 11 shows that the top (10, 50
and 100) Zeta words are indeed more frequent and therefore less specific than the Eta
words. This effect is stronger, the longer the segment length is.

9The frequency of words in Wikipedia are obtained from http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/corpora/
wikipedia en.html. If a word doesn’t exist in the frequency table, the frequency is set to 0.

http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/corpora/wikipedia_en.html
http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/corpora/wikipedia_en.html


Figure 10: A heuristic categorization of the top ten words of the novel as a segment analysis (the
categories in yellow are the ‘new’ ones, established for the third analysis).

Figure 11: Word frequency of top Zeta and Eta words in French Wikipedia.



4. Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a comparison of two measures of distinctiveness, Zeta and Eta.
The results show that on the statistical level, both of them have a very strong negative
correlation, despite their different basis for calculation. Another observation is that
the correlation between Zeta and Eta is stronger when novels are divided into shorter
segments. We obtain the weakest correlation when novels are not split into segments
at all. This correlation is also reflected in the word lists: the shorter the segments, the
more similar the word lists and vice versa. The calculation of the Jaccard similarity
allowed us to observe the following trend: The Jaccard similarity decreases, when the
segment length increases.
The observed similarities concern word rankings as well: We observe not only (almost)

the same words in the top ten ranking when calculating with small segments, but the
word-rankings are also almost the same in both word lists. The calculation of the
NLTK’s edit distance between word lists verified our observation: The distance between
the word-rankings increases when the segment length increases.
A qualitative interpretation of the word lists confirmed the statistical observations.

Both measures are able to identify relevant interpretable distinctive words in a target
corpus. There is no need to use stop words or to prune proper names: Both dispersion-
based measures mark content words as distinctive. It seems that when the segment
length increases, the Zeta words remain content-related and more general, while the Eta
words also remain content-related, but become more specific. We are going to investigate
this phenomenon in further tests.
In the future, we plan to deepen our understanding of distinctiveness measures even

further. Our next steps are to test the measures on larger and more varied corpora
and make more experiments with segment length. We are also planning to include
other distinctiveness measures in our framework, such as Kullback-Leibler Divergence,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test or T-test. One point to emphasize is that the qualitative
interpretation of the word lists may seem very subjective and it looks more like an
exploration than an evaluation. This is inevitable, because as far as we know, a widely
accepted robust method for a qualitative evaluation in this area is still lacking. Therefore,
we will work on developing new evaluation strategies for these measures, in order to
explore the advantages and disadvantages of each of these measures and to find out for
which purpose they should be used.
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